HOME A PLACE FOR NURTURING
The main difference between them is
that house is concrete. House refers to a
building in which someone lives. In
contrast, a home can refer either to a
building or to any location that a person
thinks of as the place where she lives and
that belongs to her. ... A home can even be
something abstract, a place in your mind.
Millions of Indians stranded abroad are
being repatriated. People stranded in
different states have one thing in mind get home. In times of crisis, we all want to
return to our abode of memories and reunite with our loved ones.
Questions for you to reflect on.
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On a continuum, is your home
environment leaning towards
Order or confusion?
Unity or division?
Healing or wounding?
Giving love or withholding it?
Joy or misery?
Relaxation or stress?
Appreciation or insults?
Acceptance or rejection?
Forgiveness or resentment?
Growth or stagnation?
Hope or despair?
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The home environment has a strong
influence on the child’s emotional and
social development. Unhealed emotional
wounds in childhood manifest in adult
relationships.
When your children leave their nest,
what are the memories and emotions
they will carry with them?
Make your home a place for nurturing
the future of your children.
From house you make it a home.

Make your day joyful.
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